Members Attending (indicated with a *):

*Desirae Feria, SFUSD Elementary PE Dept.  
Debbie Vasquez, Elementary PE Dept.  
Stacey Bartlett  
* Lena Brook  
* Mark Elkin  
* Christina Goette  
* Paula Jones  
* Colleen Kavanagh  
Kevin Kerr  
Erika Lovrin  
Jessie Mandle  
*Maryann Rainey  
Antonia Williams  
Zetta Reiker

Public Attending:

Gary Freund, Culinary Training Education, SFUSD

1. Minutes: May 2013 minutes were passed

2. Update: Wellness Policy
   a. PE/PA—want to include not using blacktops as parking in the document to start that conversation. They will work off NASPE recommendations to draft this (based on square footage per child). Mark asked that we be sure to include before and after school as well as preschool.

   There is a PE study for ES at end of summer. Can compare to last round of same study. Should not affect WP recommendations.

   b. School Meals—Paula reviewed

   c. Nutrition Ed-- we will add a call out on culinary ed to give it more latitude and state that they need to work with SNS on how to provide meal components for student body at large. Check school gardens.

   d. Sugar sweetened beverages—Colleen suggested adding 2011 study showing kids keep drinking the same amount of SSB when sodas are banned, they increase sport drinks and juice.

   e. Colleen will send out parameters for data to help focus Mark’s research.
Revolution Foods implementation participation is holding steady at 12% higher than before Revolution Foods. Meal charges are also increased.

Pilot for preparing food 100% on-site is running. They are using local vendors as much as possible. Will evaluate and share results to committee.

SNS has officially kicked off its strategic planning process. Phase 1 is for them to develop recommendations for the BOE. 21 week process. Orla, Myong, Gentle, Mark Elkin, Paula Jones, Asha Metta are part of steering committee. Williams Foundation is the funder (Twitter).

3. PE Update: Kristen DeAndres and Desiree Feria, Christina Goette

Kristen DeAndres, Middle School PE content specialist, updated the committee on her programs.

Christina updated us around the exemptions to PE requirements being allowed at the high school level. The BOE approved the exemptions. The FFC could send a letter to request that they track the effect of this decision and rethink the exemptions at a later date. Considerations like this should be brought to FFC for input in the future. **Motion**: Lena made motion and Stacey seconded. Passed unanimously. “The committee will send a letter to the BOE that would for future decisions would come to FFC prior to vote for input, study impact of the decision, revisit that decision in 1-2 years, put in data to support this, note we would lose 8 positions at HS level.

4. Nutrition Education: Mark

Funding for nutrition education will be coming from DPH for 5 elementary schools (down from 16) and some MS/HS.

5. Wellness Policy: Colleen

The group reviewed a summary of the major policy proposals for the revision of the Wellness Policy. Comments were taken at the meeting and members should email Colleen with further questions and be sure to do so without violating the Brown Act around open meetings (ie, don’t “reply to all” from the minutes email to send your ideas).

July and August meetings were scheduled to continue work on Wellness Policy throughout the summer: July 16th, 10-13PM, and August 12th, 3-5PM.

Mark Elkin presented summaries of Staff Wellness and Fundraising policy proposals; these will be converted into similar format as
other Wellness policy sections by next meeting; Mark will also review relevant literature and a provide a summary to support policy proposals

6. Public comment

Food Revolution announced A Tavola--a virtual food event they have around Italian cooking coming up Friday, May 17-19.

Gary updated us on his culinary programs and a culinary contest in which some of his students participated in San Diego. Dan Shroeder and Dan Sol (Delfina’s) are interested in culinary education in SFUSD. Gary is working to bridge this interest with SFUSD.

7. IDEO Project Update: Mark Elkin

Background summary of strategic planning presented for members of the public larger visioning workshops were conducted with steering committee 100 students participated in photo diary projects in May 4 Make It Awesome Workshops happened last week: 1) SFUSD staff/teachers/admin 2-4) students and parents of elementary, middle school, high school students in separate cohorts

Next step: creation of prototypes will happen at school sites; about 150 people will be invited to tour through, including members of the FFAC

Members of the steering committee: Orla O'Keefe, Myong Leigh, Paula Jones, Zetta Reicker (project lead), Ed Wilkins, Gentle Blythe, Asha Mehta, and Mark Elkin

8. Mobile Food Trucks Legislation Update: Lena Brook

Supervisor Scott Wiener's legislation passed out of the Land Use Committee on Monday June 10th with three yes votes; it will be heard by the Board of Supervisors next Tuesday. SFUSD supports Supervisor Wiener's changes to buffer zones for 35 out of 38 schools. Contention remains around the request for a 750 buffer zone for O'Connell, Mission and Galileo High Schools. SFUSD did not oppose the legislation.